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Collaborative Nature of This Proposal 

This experiment is proposed as a collaborative effort with Harvard University~d 
National Accelerator Laboratory physicists. Preliminary discussions have been carried 
out with Dr. Thomas Kirk representing Harvard University and with Drs. Taiji Yamanouchi 
and John Sculli representing NAL. In discussions by letter with Dr. Kirk it was 
agreed that the time was too short to submit a combined proposal before June 15. 
However it was agreed that this will definitely be a collaborative effort and that 
the separaee proposals will be rewritten into a joint proposal at a later date. 

Also in discussions with Dr. Leon Lederman representing Columbia University, it 
was agreed that there would be a maximum amount of collaboration in the setting up 
of a muon beam and in the design and fabrication of equipment for the muoproduction of 
W experiment and for this muon-proton inelastic scattering experiment. In particular, 
with respect to equipment, the same analyzing magnet will be used in both experiments. 
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1II PHYSICS JUSTIFICATION 

1'. Introduction 

The purpose of this experiment is to study muon-proton inelastic scattering 

for virtual-photon energies of 10 to 110 Gev and for h21values of 0.2 to 20.0 

(Gev/c)2 - the higher end of the q2 range being attained only in the lower two thirds 

of the virtuB,l-phton energy spectrum. The following information would be obtained: 

1. fPhe virtual-photon total cross section CTr + 6-':$ ,or the equivalent 

expression in 1;1 and w ' will' be measured over the entire range of virtual2 
photon energies and q2 values. 

2. Over a restricted range of these variables, we will be able to separAte o-T 

and ~ , or equivalently WI and W •
2 

3. The momenta and angles of che,rged hadrons produced in the interaction will be 

measured, if the angles are less than 60 to 100 mrad. with the direction of the 

incident muon. 

4. The momentum and angula,r spectra of the negetive pions will be particularly 

useful because the contamination of negative kaons and antiprotons will be small. 

The spectra of the postive pions and the fast protons will not be separated. 

5. The angle and moment um of slow protons making artg'le s larger than~ degrees 

with the direction of the incident will be measured. 

6. The channe1 ".A.-t ..... f ...::yM + P +(>(\ will be isolated and these events will 

be completely i9,nalyzed. 

7. Channels conSisting of only charged hadrons and the final muon are also susceptible 

to analYSis, if the particles fall within the angular regions specified in 3. and 

The experiment requires a muon beam with a maximum energy of at least 120 

Gev and with an intensity of at least l(:i part icIes per pulse. Beam intensities 

up to 107 per pulse may be used if the background event rate is not too high. 

The a,pparatus consists of wire spark chambers, a medium large ape....,ture bending 

magnet and a small hydrogen target. A relatively small ape1f!".ture bending maQ"!let 

will also be reo uired to measure the individual moment a, of the incident muons. 

'Ii,any details of this experiment have been described in an N.A.L. Surnmer 

l
Study Report by M.L.Perl. This proposal is a combination ofehe two kinds 

of experiment s described in that report. Since the report was written we he,ve 

acquir'cd large amounts of da.ta from the SLAC muon-proton inelastic scattering 
2experiment , and from compa.rable electron experiments at SLAC3 and DESy4. These 

experiments ShOl, that the inelastic cross sections are higher than were expected. 

Therefore in this proposal the data rate and the q2 range t'1ttained is larger 

than predicted in that report. One major change of emphasis from that report 



is that there is now much greater interest in the momentum and angle spectra of 

the had~averaged over all of the hadronic channels. This new interest is taken 

into account in this proposal.Finally there are some errors in the equations 

as re1Jroduced in that report; the equations in the Theoretical Section of this 

pronosal should alway::3 be used in preference to those in the report if they diffe:-. 
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2.. Theoretioal Conoepts 

A. Kinematic Parameters 

The adjaoent diagram shows the 


relevant kinematio parameters on the 


usual a.ssumption that the muon vertex 


is limited to one photon exohange. 


~ 
p and E are the laboratory momentum and energy of the inoident muon. 
~ 
pi and E' are the laboratory momentum; and energy of the final muon. 
~ 

q and V are the la.boratory momentum and energy of the virtual photon. 


m, is the muon mass, M is the proton mass and 1(1 is the invariant mass of total 


hadronio system produoe~ in, the interaotion. 


q2 is the squa.re of the four-momentum trans:ferred to the virtua~ photon and in 

our metrio is defined by q2 = (E _ EI)2 _ (p _pl)2., q 2 is always negative. Also: 


2 2 q = - 2EEI + 2pp'00s-& + 2m, (1) 
where -e. illt the soattering angle in the laboratory system between the inoident and 

final muon. We also note that the laboratory energy of the virtual-photon iSI 

V = E - E' 

~e invariant mass M' is defined by~ 

1(,2 = (\I' + 1()2 _ (q)2 = 2Vl( + 1(2 + q2 

It has beoome eonventional to use the quantity K defined by: 

K .. (Mt2 _ !(2)/2M ... V + q2/2lI! .. V- _ Iq21/2M (2) 

K is the energy that a real photon must have if it is to produoe the same 

invariant mass Ml' as is produced by a virtual-photon with properties q and V- • 

B. Observed Crosl!t Seotions and Derived Cross Seotions or Form, Fa.otors 

If the inoident muon energy is fixed and the only experimental observatiom 

is of the momentum. and angle of the soattered muon, we measure the double 

different ial oross seot ion d2crI d oos -fr dip'. This different ial oross seot ion oan 

be written as a function, of just two independent funotion~ ia a number of ways; 

two ways have beoome conventional. We shall also use the slightly different form: 

of differential cross seotion, namely:d2~/dq2dK. 
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2One set of funct ions. 0:;- (q , K) and a; (q2, K) are defined by:

[f -l:~i + 2E~;!9f~a1~0;+ t~~ -+ ~r:J(~O;}3) 
c( is the fine structure constant. The units of ciT and OS are .M.barner,of 

energy is ~ev and of momentum is Gev./c. Thus the units of the differential cross 

sectiom are ~barns/(Gev/c)2Gev. 
O"T and ~ may be thought of as the total cross section for the interaction: 

of transversely polarized and scalar virtual-protons with protons, respectively. 

The kinematic factors which multip~these cross sections may then be considered 

as virtual photon flux€s. The transversely polarized virtual-photon flux is r"T 
and that for the scalar photons is G , where 

There is an arbitrariness in these definitions, they are only unambi~ous in 

the limit qZ -7 0, where OS (qZt K) becomes zero and 0;. (q2." K) becomes equal
section 

to the T.otal cross/of real photons on protons. Those real photons have energy K. 

It is convenient to write Eq. 3 in the formt 

Here e. and is thus the rat io of the fluxes.= G / rT 
Another deBCriptioa6 of the differential cross section uses the inelastic 

form factors W (q2, K) and W: (q2,. K) as defined in the equatiom:
1 z 

(6)d2 cr /d ZdK 211'd..,2 G. [1 _ zmF 1 w. [2EE' - 19:0I I2ll(i;e) 2 1030 
q = Iq ~;rl r/ ] IqztJ +'~ Iq2 J J J . 

-
The w.s have the dimenSions of inverse energy and the factor (tc)2 1030 is' 

a 2. 2.explicitly inserted to make the \mite of d: trjdq d1{ ""ba.rrm/(Gev/c) (Glav.). 

The relations between Of" OS and the If's are: 
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30 
if'] (ilc)2 10 = (xlAil20(.) <J'T 

W et.c}2 ~030 = (K/411 2ol ) 19 2( (8)
2 l( 0;: + ~ 1v 2';j: Iq2:1 

If the squa.re of the muon mass lID
a 

. is smal] compared to q2 and if ml is smal] 

compared to V , some of the equations simplify as follows. These are the equations: 

used in electron-proton inelastic scattering, where the electron mass can always' 

be neglected. 

For m"" 0 
2 q = - 2pp I (11 - cos e ) 

and Eq. 6 oan be rewritten as~ 

a form generally seen in p."tpers on electron-proton inehstic soattering. 

The only simplification in Eqs. 3, 4, 5; is that the 2m2J I q21 term. is set to 

zero in Eqs. 3 and 4, and p - E and pt ~ Et. 

FinallJy we consider the case where both EEt and V 2? are large compared to 

q 
2

" and where m oan be neglea1i:ed. Them V ~ K. Eq. 3 becomeS' 

(IO) 


where K ~ p - P t 

In all of this analysis O1-and 0$ , or equivalently W] and W2 , are independ

ent functions of q2 and K~ They may of course be regarded as functions of some 

combinations of q2 and Ie, such as 2M V/q 2 and V for e~mple. However they 

are i:ridependent of the incident momentum: PI the dependenoe of the differentia] 

CllDSS section on p is taken up completely in the explicit kinematic factors •. 
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3. The Experimental Situation a.t Present 

One extensive muon-proton inelastic scattering experiment has been carried 
2 

out at SLAC and 	several extensive electron-proton scattering experiments have 

3


performed at SLAC and DESr4 • InelFistic electron work was done earlier at CEA7. 

Muon-nucleus inelastic scattering experiments have been performed at SLAC'" 
8 

andBNL • An extensive electron-nucleus inelEJstic scattering experiment has 

just been completed at SLAC. In all of these experiment s only the final lept on 

was detected. 

He will present next a brief ,rough summary of the results of these experi

ments. Our purpose is only to obtain formulas for extrapolation to higher energies; 

this summary should in no way be considered definitive or critieal. Possible 

differences in behavior between ths muon and electron are ignored. 

'\'lost of the muon data and a lArge pa.rt of the electron data has E greater 

than 0.7. For this data it is convenient to use the combination 

a: = «(/.T + cQ"';S)' and to consider this combinat ion not very different fromexp 
(LrT + <TS). '.Phe experimental measurement s of 0- can be represented by the 

exp 
simnle equat ion 

(ll) 

This equation holds over the entire K and q2 rangeJwhich has been measure~to 
+301~·. S (K) is the total cross section for real photons on protons at laboratory 
- 0 

energy K. R(K) does not vary much with K; at low values of K, .•R is about 1.5, ani 

for K above 1.5 Gev, R seems to vary between 2.0 and 3.0. The units of Rare 

(Gev/c)-2. 

The form of Eq.ll' ~Tas predicted by Sakurai9 using vector dominance ideas. The 
2prediction was only intended for smaller values of q , not too fa,r from the 

square of the rho mass. It is surprising that Eq.ll holds to I10,21 values of L1 or 

5 (Gev/c)2, even more so because the accompanying prediction of the ratioo;;cr; 

is wrong at large . q 2.:3. The ranf,,:e of theoretical ve.lidity of this nrediction has 

been discussed by Sakurai.9 

The Dnalysis presented above, does nGt apply to very low K values where 
lO

nucleon isobars are produced • The production of these isoba.rs is much more 
2

dependent on q , the form factors behave in roughly the same way as the elastic 

form factors. He will not pursue this 6U~.jeCt because the proposed experiment does 

D9~' make useful measurements in the isobar region- the mom~tum resolution is 

http:isoba.rs
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too poor. From the theoretical point of view there is also no value in trying 

to measure isobar production by virtual photons at NAL. The only purpose in 

studying isobl?rs at high energy is to be able to achieve very large q2 values. 

But the 	muon intensity a.t NAL is too small to yield significant data at high 

q values compared to what has been l'.nd wha.t can be achieved at SLAG with the 

electron spectrometers. Therefore this discussion and this proposal pre confined 

to the continuum region of the inelastic spectrum, that is the rerdon which 

luw a K value too to produce i sobe.rs • 

The analysis of the electron experiments in the continuum region ha,s empha-
II 

sized the QUAntity YH • Bjorken predicted that VW2 should be a function of the2 
combinat ion tAl = VI Iq 21 "then both V and lq 21 are vey large. This has been found to 

be true 	over a ,·ride ra:Jge of K and q2 values. Furthermore for W values of 1.5 

-1 


to 1 Gev ,VW2 is a constant equal roughly to 0.3. 

There is a simple rela.tion between VW2 and o-exp when V is large compared to 

Iq2J 12M and 'q~k . Eg.8 reduces to 

V W2 (1ic) 2 10
30 =0 q~ / (4n~ol UO:xp 

if for t close to 1.0 ,.;e use the approximation (0-; + (f; ()S) :: (o-T + o-S). 

Thin crn be rewritten as: 

(}Oy.P =fr\f24n:l~ \fic)::! lo3~/lq21 	 (12) 

In the limit of Rlq2J large compared to 1.0, Eq.ll is the same as Eq.12. Thus 

with the restrictions we have listed for Y a.nd q 2 , the experimental verifications 

of Eq. 11 and of the B,jorken :orediction are really the same observation. 

Fortunately at NAL energies the limitations.on V_and l('/ll3et in the last 

paragraphs J are,e,8!:dly' met, thus there is no conflict between the vector dominance 

and the VW2 predictions;and we c~m use Eqs. 11 and 12 to predict the event rate 

for this experiment. Of course l"e do not know if the basic thedlretical ideas, upon 

which the pre"ictions a.re based, will hold at NAL energies; this is one of 

questions 1·;hich the experiment dis designed to answer. 

Some separation of ffT and o-s has been c:orried out in the electron expertments. 

The observed ratio o-s/CT is never greater than 1.0. Forlq21 values greater Uia,n
T 

1.0 (Gev/c)2, it varies beti:een 0.0 and 0.8 and is not clearly dependent on K. 

The errors in the me!:u3urements are laTge and much .vork remains to be done at 

the ener,'?:ies 8.ttainable at SLAC and DESY. HOl"ever it is clear that no large 

http:limitations.on
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ratios like 2.0 or 3.0 have been observed. Therefore in our design for the NAL 

expriment we are not expecting any values for o;lo-
T

, and are prepared 

to a.scertain values for that ratio in the range of 0.2 to 1.0. If the ratio is 

larger it will of course be detected. 
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4. 	 Theoretical Speculations and the Hadronic Spedtrum 

A remarkable feature of the inelastic s:cattering observations is that compared 

to 	the elastic form factors, cr is such a moderate function of q2. 0
21-1 exp exp
2/-4behaves like Jq while the elastic form factors behave like \q • Furthermore 

this behavior is almost independent of K. (Of course we are restricting our 

discussion to the continuum region.)There have been two different explanations for 

this behavior. Hara~ri12 has speculated that the hadronic production at the proton 

vertex is mainly diffrnctive. The large four-momentum carried by the virtual photon 

(q2)1 Can be carried off by the production of very forward mesonic states; the 

four-momentum transferred to the proton can remain small. We call t the square of 

the four-momentum transferred to the proton. 

(See the adjacent diagTam) 

There is then a minimum value of t 

ca.lled t . • t 2 ~y
mJ.n min depends upon q , 

and the inva.riant mass of the forvrard 

mesonic st ate s called Mt f • 

Suppose Vis 10 Gev andM'f is 2 Gev, than for a h21 of 4. (Gev/c)2, t need only 

be larger than .16 (Gev}c)2. Thus the four-momentum transferred to the proton can 

be much smaller than 'tl!le four-moment urn carried by the virt ual phot on. It is the 

four-momentum absorbed by the proton which directly ~nfluences the proton form factor. 

In inelastic scattering this absorbed four-momentuJ~can be small. Conversely in 

elastic lepton-proton scattering, ell the four-momentum carried by the virtual 

nhoton must be absorbed by the proton, hence the elHstic form factors are directed 

influenced by q2. 
13 

Auother view has been put forth by Bjorken and h1'!S been developed by 
I~ 	 . I~

Feynman and by 	Drell and hlS dollaborators. They regard the proton as being 
2~

made up of point like particles called pa~rtons. At high V and high q ~. the 

virtual photon scatters directly from these partons. Since the partons are point 
2particles they 	have no form f1'!ctor dependence on q • The only dependence on 

q comes from the parton distribution in the proton, and this gives a slow 
2dependenoe on q • 

16
Very recently Harari has described a uossible connection between these 

two views. He sees the diffractive production of mesons by virtual photons a,s 

involvine the crea.tion of quark-antiquark pairs. Then to quote Harari,"The possiblity 

2 
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of a nhoton-induced production of quprk-antiquprk pairsin the hadron in one 

frame,..lis translated into the interaction of the photon with em infinite sea of 

such pairs in a different Lorentz frame (as viewed by the parton model) ". 

At present thel'e ere no measurements of the hadronic spectruill to test these 

speculations. Some of the authors of this proposal have proposed a chamber17 ". .. 
experiment at SLAe to metl.sure the hadronic spectrum from inel:1stic electron 

scattering. A 101-,er enero-y expeJiiment af the same type is nOvi bein,'"!.' run at DESY!S 

These experiments will produce data tha.t will help in the planning of the NAL 

experiment, but the questions which we are flsking r-lbout the hadronic srectrwn 

at laGev will have to 1,e asked at 100....~v. 

First we have the general question of how the hadronic spectrum produced by 

virtual photons on Drotons will compe.re with the spectrum produced by pions or 

protons on protons.~Je know the latter spectrum has some clear characteristics. 

The tra.nsverse :nomentum of the hedrons averages 300 or 400 Mevlc and is plmost 

independent of energy. The multiplicity of hadrons increases as the logorithm of 

the energy. Two body and qua::i-two body processes have strong forward peaks if 

Pomeranchuk or meson exchanr-e is pe:(':nitted. Hill these properties persist ..Tith 

virtual photons as the pro,ject ile? Of course these q uest:l.ons cannot be completely 

ans"!oTered 1'rith the first experiment. But this experiment 1-Till produce a. complete 

neg:ative -pion spectrum in angle and momentum and will also give statistics on 

the '1lultil1licities of charged pe.rticles. We vTill also look for forWArd enhancements 

in mass analOt"ous to the Al and Q enhance:nents. 

Second we will specifically ana.lyze the channel .M. + p.~ .M + P + pO 
'llhis channel is difi'rl'.ctive and e.ccordinp: to Harari '8 SPeculations, the strength 

2of thi,: channel and it s q behavior whould be independent of K in the 10 to 100 

Gev range. At YJresent the only extensive studies of this channelhave been 

with real photons; where the production is definitel;y diffractive and amounts to 10% 

of the total cross section. As discussed by Dieterle/~nr1 others, the chA.nnel 

.foi +p -7 M -+- p +f,' has other very useful proT:ert ies. By studying the" 
production and decay distribution of the pO , the contribl)tidms of the transversely 

polArized and sce.lar photons Can be separB.ted. Vector dominance makes a definite 

ction for some of the behnvior of the transversely poll'1rized photons, buthas 

nothing to say about the scalar photons. Thus there is :nuch interer-;ting d,.,ta 

in the study of this channel by itself. 

Third we will make a preliminary studyof the slow proton spectrum. From the 

diffraction model we expect that a majority of the high q2 inter8ctions will 

produce slow protons, the proton either being excited to a slow isobar or not 

http:compe.re
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being excited at all. Apparently at this time, the narton model does not make any def

inite predictions about the proton spectrum, but it would seem to nredict some 

enhancement in the production of fast protons. However in this experiment there 

is no separation of protons and posit ive pions. 'llherefore we will have to depend on 

the sl01. proton snectrum to indicate the best direct ion for further measurements of 

the proton spectrum 

5~ ,. Aspects of Muon-Proton Inelastic Scattering Bot Included in this Proposal 

2We have not attempted to do very small q inelastic scattering in this design. 

The study of muon-proton inelastic scattering in the range of Jq21 values of 0.02 to 0,,2 

(Gev/c)2 can be used to extrapolate ,GO q2= 0 to give the real photon proton cross section. 

We do not propose to this because the triggering on very small angles of scatter like 

0.5 mrad is very inefficient in the present design and will lead to very large background 


problems. Secondly we have not yet made an evaluation of the virtUes of this method of 


measuring the real photon cross section versus the method which used real photons such 


as described by Toner:2 Experience at SLAG and DBSY shows that if an adequate photon beam 


is available the direct measurement is superior. 


No attempt is being made in the proposed experiment to compare muon-proton and 


electron-proton inelastic scattering to look for muon-electron differences. Firat, 


because we would have to use muon beam energies of less than 20 Gev so that comparisons 


could be made with the SLAG electron data; and this would eliminate all the new,very 


high energy physics in the experiment. Secondly a very extensive comparison is in the 


final stages using the results of the SLAG muon experiment2 and another very extensive 


experiment will soon be run at Brookhaven ~'. The results of these tv., experiments 


must be in hand before further comparison experiments arQ designed. 
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III EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

6 The Muon BeRm 

At this time no definite positi0n or configuration for the muon beam can be 

selected. rfhe very general question appears to be undecided of whether the beam 

should be Duilt in con1junction with 8. neutrino facility or whether it can be built 

in conjunction with a hadron beam in Jirea 2. Therefore we will simply use the 
.:1.0 

para.meters of the type of beam designed by Yamanouchi without specifying its location 

or configuration. A~ summarized in Table 1 of Christenson's report 21 the following 

parameters are feasable for a 100 Gav beam. We have designed the experiment for 

120 Gev but with less flux the.n estim(qted for the 100 Gev beam by Yamanouchi 

and Christenson. Thus the additional energy will not be a problem. 

Muon beam momentum 80 to 120 Gevlc 

Momentum, spread 15%... 
Angular spread '!2 mrad. 

Beam size 10 cm by 10 cm 
6

Flux 10 per pulse 

The amount of flux which can be used depends upon the resolving time of the 

1-;ire spark charnb(rs used in the experiment. There are wire chambers in the mum 

beam after the hydrogen target, which detect both the scattered muons and the 

8.ssociated hadrons. We woUld like to use proportional wire chambers in these positions 

but there arc two unresolved problems. First some of the wire chambers arC' quite 

, and the expense of the amplifiers for proport ional cha.mbers may be excessive. 

Second, Tfle do not know if we can pet the desired spatial resolution of 0.35 mm per 

chamber ,dth proportional chambers. Therefore we have taken the conserv""tive El,ltern

Ative and planned for magnetostrictive wire chambers, 1,dth perhaps proportional 
6

chambers in the beam regions. With this choice R flux of 10 muons per pulse would 

seem to be the maximum that can be used. 
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1,•. The ment al Appara.t us 

A. Measurement of the an~le and momentum of the incident muon. 

Fig. 1 shows the section of the apparatus which mea.sures the angle and 


momentum 01'~he incident muon. Mb ~s a convent~onal beam bending m~gnet, 2 meters 


.LOl1g' , ~dth a cle&1:' ape~',tut'6 oT 10 cm by 10 .rm nnd with ;'l field of 22 kg. 1,2,3 


and 4 2.re uroportional chambers with a 10 cm by 10 cm sensitive vol. and a 


spatial resolution of 1.0 mm. The distances between 1 and 2 and between 3 and 4 are 


both 10 m, so that the anp,'les into and out of Mb are known to _-+.14 mrad. The 


momentum of' the incjdent ffi'J,:m is deterrlined to ,;±.1.8'f. This portion of the 

6

apparatus can hi3ndle fluxes gre2ter than 10 per pulse because proportional 


chpmbers are used here. 


HI and H2 ar,:.~ scintillation counter hodoscopes vrhich determine the transverse 


postions of the muon to ±O.5 cm. Thus the anrrle of incident muon is determined to 


+1 mrad in each transve~'se direction by these hodoscopes. This information is used 


for trigger selection. 


B. 	The hydrogen target and msocieted counters. 


'fhe liquid hydrop:en target is 75 cm long and cm in diameter. The lenpth

'-,..' 

1,Jas selected in the following way. If only muons were being detected, a much longer 

target cOll1d be used. But in this lenpth t::Jrget each hadron produced has a. 4 ~[ 

ChA.DCe of interacting in the hydrogen before it leaves the target. Such interpctions 

can cause confusion in mea.surements of the ha,dron snectrum, in analysis of specific 

cha.nnels and in measure,nents of multiplicity. If on the averRge 3 chRreed hadrons 

Clre detected, there will be a 12 j correction; larger correct ions ca.used by a 

lone-er tarR"et seem unl'tcceptable. 

The first set of counters associated with the tl'.rget are the veto counters, 


designated by V in Fig. 2. These counters have holes to let the 1ll'dn beam 


through nnd are simply intended to veto muons in the beam halo. Such counters 


were found ve "y important in the SLAC experiment for reducing false triggers. 


The second set of c0unters marked C i:a: Fig. 2 are used to detect charged 

pprticles a.t lRrge anGles to the beam which do not enter the spark chamber 5;. 

There are 16 0 counters' around the sides of the tHrget and 4 C counters a,t 

the back end. The C counters ene designed to measure the multiplicity of the 

char,o-ed }Jp.rticles not seen in the ""park chambers. They do not measure the angles 

of these pArticles except in a very roush way. The total charged particle multiplicity 

will be the total counts in the C couhters plus the cha.rged p2.rticles detected in 

chamber 5. It is clear that too high a flux would also mflke this measurement 
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difficult. 

The third set of counters marked Pare 3 m from the target and sub tend an angle of from 

45 to 90 degrees from the mean beam line. However they only subtend an arc of 10 degrees 

about the beam axis. Their purpose is to sample the slow proton spectrum and they are not 

expected to be useful in the general analysis of an event. We expect to time the protons 

to .25 nsec. using these counters and the C counters. In addition to identifying slow 

protons and roughly determining their momentum, the P counters will also measure their 

angle with the beam to 5 degrees. 

C. The analysing magnet and associated spark chambers. 

The magnet Ma should have a clear aperture of at least one square meter and the 

product of particle path length and magnetic field should be about 20 kgauss meters. A 

particular magnet cannot be selected now because we do not know what magnets will be built 

at NAL. Some possible magnet designs have been discussed by Per11• This magnet should be 

the same magnet as is being requested by the HAL-Columbia group for their muoproduction of 

Wexperiment. They are proposing a magnet with a 2 m by 1 m aperture and a 2 m deep field. 

The Harvard proposal which will be a collaboration with us is based on a 60 in. by 30 in. 

aperature and a 82 in. deep field. Our design of the experiment is based on this same,. 
size t using the Columbia design as the nominal size. 

The angles of the particles leaving the hydrogen target and entering the magnet are 

determined by the wire chambers 5 and 6. These chambers each have a spatial precision of 

0.35 rom. They are 5 m apart resulting in an angular precision of:t0.1 mrad. Chambers 7 and 8 

are similar to 5 and 6, but larger. They are also 5 m apart and provide an angular precision 

ofi O. 1 mrad. basically 
The acceptance of the apparatus is/fixed by the aperture of Ma. It will be ::t 120 

mrad in the vertical plane and 1" 60 mrad in the horizontal plane. However to avoid making 

the chambers 7 and 8 too large, the vertical acceptance will be further limited by 

counters toj'lOO mrad. 

D. f-1uon identification. 

To identify the muon we use a method which has proven to be very successful in the 

SLAC muon experiment. A muon is identified by its ability to pass through 1.5 m of iron 

without interaction. The path of the muon is detected by chambers 8,9 and 10. The muon may 

bend no more in the iron than can be accounted for by multiple scattering. 
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E. 	Trig-,o,'er H6doscope 


The trip'Eer hodoscope consists of three plrmes of scintilletion couhters Tl, 


T2, and T3. 'l'he muon beam passes through the central cOlmters in Tl 8.nd T2, but 

the central re,:,-ion of T3 does not have counters. Thus an unscattered muon will 

not be detected in T3. T3 is also behind 1.5 m of iron. Scattered muons will reach 

T3, but hRdrons will interact rind the interaction nroducts will be pbsorbed 

before T3. Thus a. count c!'n be obtained in T3 only from a scattered muon. 

The hodoscones Tl,T2,T3 are connected to a fast logic system which makes the 

follo~drig demands on the counts fnom the T counters. The counts from Tl and '1'2 

must be such that they c_come from a pa.rticle that makes an angle of at least 

S-	 mraci with the :i.ncident beam direction. The associated count in T3 must come 

from a counter in 'I' 3 so thr>t the particle detected by Tl and T2 had a momentum 

gre~ter than 10 Gev/c. 

Of course when for.m:'d ha.drons are produced there will be sever",l counts in 

both Tl and rf2. Therefore the TIT?T3 logic set un to detect a scattered muon 

of ,Q'reater tbpn 10 Gev/c momentum mm certainly produce false triggers. For example 

there mieht be a. hadron at greater than Ii mrad. I'lnd a very small a.n,q:le scattered 

muon which combine to give the desired trigper. We do not contemplate setting up 

I'l.. very complicated fast lo,gic systern to sort out these false triggers. Rather we 

depend on the wire chRmber information beinG sorted out in a small buffer ,:computer. 

F. 	Tri,g,o'ering ;v1ethod -.

The trig{"er reauirement is HIH2TIT2T3V. The Tl'r2T3 counts must meet the 

restrictions discussed in the last section. There must be only one count in Hl 

and only one count in H2. 'l'he HIH2 combinpt ion must define a beam part icle 

whose angle is less than 2.0 mrad with respect to the teo:;; direction. 

There is no comparison of the angle defined by HIH2 and the Eme1e defined 

by 	TIT2. 'rherefore the rmgle between the incident and scattered muon has a 

minmmum 1<,7hich varies between ~ and 'l mrad. 

G. 	 Precision of momentum determination. 

If we assume that 20 kgauss ~eters is available to bend the particles passing through Ma, 

then for a momentum p' (in Gev/c) the bending angle) called ~is given bye(= 600/p' mrad. 

p' will vary from 10 to 110 Gav/c leading to values of 0( ranging from 5.4 to 60 mrad. The 

total error in d... will be:t 0.14 mrad. Thus the error in momentum willbe.::t 2.3(p'/100) %. The 

20 kgauss meter parameter is conservative, a 2 m deep magnet might give 30 kgauss meters, 

reducing the momentum uncertainty by one third, which would be desirable for the larger pl. 
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8. E.'vent Rate for Measurement of cr exp 

To estimate the event rate we have used predictions of Eqa. 11 and 12, 

accepting the theoretical speculp.tions that this behavior will persist in the 

100 Gev range. It is also necessery to aSsume some average va.lue for So(K), the 

total cross section of real photons on protons ?t energy K. From 6 to 16 Gev 
21

this cross section decreases slowly from 118 to 113 A.barns • We assume the 

slow decrel?se ,\-Till not accelerate and use an average va,lue for S of 110 
o 

)..{barns over the K ranc')'9 of 10 to 110 Gev. Thus we use the equations 

for Iq21 l.. 1.0 (Gev/c)2 a: = 110/( 1.0 + 2Iq~) M barns 
exp 


for Iq 2 1) 1.0 (Gev/c)2 L'exp = 110/ ( 3 lq~) A barns 


6
The event rate is based on a 1'5 em lonf\ hydroP,'9n tar8et" 10 muons per pulse and 

800 pulses per hour. He have assumed the acceptance for muons to be 2/3. Some muons 

Rre lost because the combin' tion of their scattering angle and their momentum 

puts them a.t the center of the T3 hodoscope where there Pore no counters. 

The-::'e is a cut off for low q 
2 

event s beca.use there is only a known acceptance 

fior the muons '\-1hen their angle of scatter is ,greater than 1 mrad. 
2There is a cut off for large q event s because the maximum angle of scatter of 

the muons is about 80 mrad. This cut off eliminates high q2 events B.t large K 

values. However the rRtes <'lre so low in this rerdon that this cut off does not 

cauee 8. lOSe:, of ;;seful da.ta. 

T",ble I nresents the number of events ner hour. These are events in which the 

scattered muon is detedted. r.10st but not all of the events will have accompanying 

hadrons. lire are designing for 200 hours of effect ive runninrc time at 120 Gev and 

100 hours at 80 Gev. Table I shows the event r8te for the 120 Gev de'ta. Multiplying 

the numbers in the table by 200 will thus give the expected statistics, for the 

120 Gev data. The 80 Gev data will have about one third that number of events • 

._._.-._----------------- 
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2 

TABLE I 

Incident muon momentum :: 120 Gev/c 

Numbers in the table are events per hour. Multj.ply by 200 to g"8t the stl1tistjcs 

for the exneri~ent. 

'Phe absence 0:: "'0: eYltry jndicptes that the region is outside the low q 2 or high 

a cut offs. 

K interval (Gev) 10 to 30 30 to 50 50 to70 70 to 90 90 to lIe 
'" '"l 

q 
<- interval (Gev/cr

0.2 to 0.5 20 7.5 

0.5 to 1.0 110 42 21 11 3.9 

1.0 to 2.0 66 24 12 6.1 2.3 

2.0 to 4.0 31 12 5.7 2.9 1.1 

4.0 to 6.0 10 3.9 1.9 1.0 .36 

6.0 to 8.0 5.4 2.0 1.0 0.5 

8.0 to 12.0 5.4 2.0 1.0 0.5 

12.0 to 16.0 2.7 1.0 0.5 

16.0 to 20.0 1.6 0.6 
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g. ' Baokground Considerations 
. I 

False or useless triggers will ooour in the following ca.es. 
v 

1. 	 A. Mixed Hadron-Muon ~gger. This is desoribed in Seotion '~ E • .It hadron gives a oount in 


T1 and T2, this oount when oombined with a small angle muon scattered into T3 gives a 


false trigger. 


2. 	 Elastio Events. Elastio events cannot be used because the energy resolution is not good enoJlf!,h 

to separate elastio and very low K inelastio events. 

3. 	 Low K Inelastio Events. The problem is the same as with elastio events; furthermore these 


events are not useful because better data can be obatined with eleotrons at SLAC 


4. 	 Low l Inelastio Events. The out off at 7 mrad is not sharp; muons which scatter with as 


little as 3 mrad may be deteoted b.1 T1T2T3. 


5. 	BeE Halo Muons. There is less than one useful event per million muons. The stray muons in 

the beam halo which give the trigger desoribed in Seotion VI F, must be reduoed tol1.eea";;tban 5 0] 

if.()~ per million beam partioles.dJ',. 

The output from the wire chambers must be examined in a small on-line oomputer to 


eliminate most of these background events. Type 1 can be mostly eliminated by seeing if there 


is a conneoted muon track through chambers 5 through 10 in the plane perpendioular to the 


plane in which the partioles bend. Type 5 can be eliminated by traoing back the muon from 


ohambers 6 and 5 to see if it interseots the fiduoial volume in the target. Some of Type 4 


and some of Type 2 can be eliminated b.1 checking the soattering angle of the muon. But most 


of Types 2, 3 and 4 will have to be put on tape for off-line prooessing. 


An 	estimate of these backgrounds is given in Appendix A. 

"1 	The Separation of OT and cr; 

We propose to run two thirds of the time at 120 Gev/o and one third of the time at 

80 Gav/o; and to separate 0; and OS at K= 60 Gev. Using Eq.lO we find that for the same 

Jlq2 bin the ratio of the number of events at 120 Gev/c (called N( 120,60,L\ q2) to the 

n,mber of events at 80 Gev/o ( oalled N(80,60,~q2) is: 

NQ20,60
J 
IJ'6'-} _ (-"/3)(1/,2) [t .. 25" (iT +o.sJ ( 16) 

N (80)60J il'V'J - (II3)C1II-J@.. 'J5'"o-..,. +0$] 

Suppose we oan measure this ratio r to:± r:ffo, than Table II gives the error in the ratio Cir/ OS • 

http:partioles.dJ
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TABLE II 

os/trr Error in OS/cl. 
0.2 +0.2,-0.2 

0.5 +0.3,-0.2 

1.0 +0.5,-0.4 

2.0 +1.0,-0.6 

5.0 +3.6,-3.1 

Given the normaliztions problems in a high intensity muon experiment we cannot expect 

to measure the ratio r to better than:t~. Furthermore Ea);.16 shows that the number of 

events in the 80 Gav/c data will be about one half of the number in the 120 Gev/c data 

for K = 60 Gav. Looking at Table I we can see that for 200 hours of running at 120 Gav/c(and 

100 hours of rwming at 80 Gav/c) the highest Iq2f (for K • 50 to yO Gev) at which we 

can measure r to :t ~ is 4.0 (Gav/c)2. 

The situation is not very different at other K values. In general we expect to get 

the ;,gree of separation indicated in Table II for the K interval of 30 to 50 and the K 

interval of 50 to 70 Gav, with n21 values up to 4.0 (Gav/c) 2• An increase of event rate 

would be most valuable for this separation. However we feel that to expect to use substan
6tially more than 10 muons per pulse for the first experiment of this type at NAt would be 

unduely optimistic. The limitation on ~event rate we expect will be the Background events 

and triggers discussed in Section ~!r";.; only experience can show how to reduce thlis;background. 

We expect that in future experiments the muon beam and the event rate will be increased by 

a factor of 10 or 20 with much better separation of ~ and OS. 

• "Measurement of the Hadronic Spectrum and of the Multiplicity 

The a.v.~ge ac:ceptance ~t1te.;.~gnG:t:f'o.f charged particles from the hydrogen target 

is .\i),;1D: Wmrad. For a transverse momentum of 0.3 Gev/c, particles with longitudinal mom

mentaa: greater than 4.0 Gav/c will be accepted. Even for a high ( according to present 

ideas) transverse momentum of 0.9 Gav/c, particles with longitudinal momenta greater than 

12 Gev/c will be accepted. Thus most of the charged hadrons will pass through the system 

and their angles of production and their momenta will ameasured, lmless the distribution 

of transverse momenta is much broader than we now expect. But even in that case the difference 

between the observed spectra and the expected spectra will be obvious. 

The accw.ptance for charged particles which do not go through the magnet is much 

larger,. about:! 150 mrad. \fuUe we will not measure the momenta of these particles we 

wUl measure their production angle. 

The combination of the chambers 5 and 6 and the C counters ensures that all charged 

particles produced in the target wUl be detected andjthe charged particle multiplicity will 
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easily be determined as a function of K and q2. 

Tne sp~ctrWi 6r slow protons at angles larger than 45 but small than 90 degrees will 

be sampled by the counters P. Protons with less than 200 Mev/c will stop in the target, and 

protons with momenta greater than about 700 Kev/c will not be separated from pions. But 

we will obtain a measurement of the rough angle and momentam spectrum between these 

limits and this will tell us if there is ~thing unexpected that merits further study in 

a later experiment. 

l4.- The Channel M. + P --31' ~+ p +I' " 
The study of this channel has been discussed in the report by Perl1 and the theoretical 

implications have been discussed by Dieterle19. We expect that the mass resolution on the 

rho meson will be about 9 Mev. The uncertainty in the transeerse momentum of a particle 

is :10-4p where p is the momentum of the particle in Gev/c. The particles will have 

momenta from roughly 10 to 100 Gav/c leading to uncertainties in the transverse momenta of 

1 to 10 Mev/c. Thus by measuring the muon and the two pions we will be able to get a good 

measurement of the transverse momentum given to the recoil nucleonic system. 

The measurements of the muon and the two pions by themselves cannot definitely 

determine the mass of the recoil nucleonic system and hence cannot insure that i~t a 

proton recoilcl4. This is because we always have an uncertainty in the long!tud1nal 

momentum of several Gev/c. The further determination of the channel depends upon the use of 

the C counters. If only a proton is produced in addition to the muon and the rho meson, there 

are two possibilities. The proton may be very slow and may stop in the hydrogen target; then 

there will be no count in the C counters. The other possibility is that the proton produces 

a count in the C counters. But then the direction of the proton will be roughly given by 

the C counters, and that direction must agree with the direction predicted by the measurements 

on the muon and pions. 

Preliminary calculations indicate that if the rho meson production is about 1O}b of 

the total cross section the background contamination from other Channels will be small. If 

the rho meson production is less than 2% of the total cross section, we will only be able 

to 8easure the rho production cross section, but we will not be able to study angular 

distributions in production and decay. As discussed in Section IV we expect a 10% cross 

section and a lower cross section will be a great surprise and will be of great interest. 

1 3 Running Time Required 

200 hours using 120 Gav/c muons and 100 hours using 80 Gav/c muons are requested 
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rv APPARATUS 

The National Accelerator Laboratory would be expected to provide those parts of 
" 

eqUipment normally supplied by an accelerator laboratory. This would comprise the 

magnets and shielding for the muon beam, the hydroeen target and the analysing magnet. 

The analyzing magnet has been discussed is Section 7. As discussed in that section 

the same magnet is required by the NAL-Columbia muoproduction of W experiment. The 

magnet would have an aperture:ranging from .75 m by 1.5 m to 1 m by 2 m. The depth 

would be 2 m. The product of the particle path length and the field should be at 

least 20 kgapas meters. 

The spark chambers, scintillation counters, special electronic equipment and 

electronic interfaces would be provided by the collaborating experimental groups. 

The situation with respect to two types of equipment is still not clear. First 

will NAL provide the conventional modular electronic equipment for counter logic? 

Second, will there be on-line computers of any size available at NAL for use with 

the wire chambers? Or should the experimenters plan to provide their own computing 

devices for the chambers? 
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Appendix A. 

In this appendix we give some quantitative estimates of the backgrounds. in ~e 

experiment which are relevant to the triggering efficiency. These backgrounds are 

given in terms of the cross section per hydrogen atom in microbarns. For comparison 

the total cross section for the useful events wliich comprise Table I is 

cr: od' 1 t· = 0.29 microbarns.go lone as J.C 

We now consider each of the backgrounds listed in Section 9, page 18. The low angle 

cutoff is the crucial element in all these calculations. We have taken a pessimistic 

estimate of the low angle cutoff and assumed that the collection efficiency for the 

muons decreases from 0.67 at 7 mrad to 0.0 at 3 mrad. This is based on the simple 

trigger system described in Section 7E and 7F. If more constrained triggering is used 

the backgrounds can be decreased. For example, in this design no attempt is made to 

use the counter logic to compare the incident muon angle with the scattered muon angle. 

Background From ~oton:;,Elastic Scattering 

We have used the elastic form factors as found in muon and electron experiments. We 

find 

~ k d 1 t·J.C_+ p II. = o. 15 microbarns\"Ibac groun e as 

Background From Muon-Electron Elastic Scattering 

We include here the false triggers from the scattered muon, which reaches a 

maximum angle of 4.8 mrad.{This background becomes very large if one tries to do 

muon-proton inelastic scattering at very low q2, unless special provision is made to 

veto these events.} We do not find any false triggers from the scattere~ electrons. 

(!baCkground elastic~+e = 0.69 microbarns 

Background From Small K Inelastic Events 

We include here those inelastic events whose K is less than 10 Gev and whose 

scattering angle, for the muon, is greater than 7 mrad. These are a large background. 

I do not see any way to veto these events, because it is a question of distinguishing, 

by counters,a 120 Gevlc muon from a 110 Gevlc muon through the difference of their 

bending angles in the analyzing magnet. 

()\ba~~'~ d 11 K i 1 t· = 1.26 microbarns 
~.... oun sma ne as J.C 

Background From Low q2 Inelastic Events 
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We include here those inelastic events of any K value whose muon scattering angle is 

between 3 and 7 mrad. We find 

x- 2 " t" = 0.24 microbarns
~background low q ~nelas ~c 

Background From ~fixed Muon-Iladron Triggers 

This is discussed in Section 7E. The exact calculation depends on the beam phase 

space and some knowledge of the hadron spectrum. We have made a'hand'calculation based 

on our muon experiment at SLAC. We are now preparing a computer program to make a more 

detailed calculation. The design of the trigger counter sizes and placement is closely 

related to this calculation, and both in turn depend on the muon beam design. ~berefore 

we will. w8.itf~the final beam design before proceeding with the computer calculation. 

~b d d h d t" =0.8 microbarnsL'lackgroun mixe muon- a ron r~gger 

The Total Background 

Adding up the five components of the background we find 

0-background total = 3.1 microbarns 

Thus the triggers from background events will be 11 times the triggers from 

good events. Of these triggers, 1.} microbarns can be eliminated in a small on-line 

buffer computer by testing the continuity of the muon track in the stereo view or 

by calculating the scattering angle of the muon. However 1.8 microbarns will 

have to remain on the tape with the .29 microbarns of good events; the good events being 

separ~ted by the full analysis program. 
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